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Technology one big freedom trap - Drop off technology to live
true life
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  I'm lately thinking over technology and the way, we interact a lot. I've thought over that so many times
and most of the times I get into the conclusion technology is not liberating us as we're told everywhere on
the contrary it makes us weak and dependable. Try to switch off your mobile and live without a mobile
for instance. This is almost unthinkable for probably over 3 000 000 of people around the globe. Also this
Mobile Phones and Computers and all this technology surrounding, us make us servants of technology.
Technology used to be invented to serve us but what is happening is we're starting to serve it as more and
more people are included in supporting technology equipment. The internet is also a big illusion as it is
just something stored on electronic signals somewhere. The world is starting to get mixed too much as a
result of the huge globalization the internet impose on us. The magical and non-Christian teachings has
multipled many times as a result of the internet boom. Nowdays most of people are spending big part of
their life in one illusionary world (the internet). This desire for multiple virtual realities make us desire
something that is not real. The more we stay on the internet the more busy, we're loosing time in non-
sense. Since so many people have plenty of free time, they put their time on the internet in all kind of
empty things from spiritual point of view.  The worst thing from the digitalization of society is it makes
us void and digital like. The structure of language is being changed by a hype words not meaning
anything as they only relate to an idea to have physical dimensions. We better go back to our roots and
drop technology. I'm starting to think people should start rejecting technology and live a free life like our
forefathers and mothers used to have. The ancient life was harder but more real. I'm wondering if more
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people are sharing my ideas. Why don't we quit technology why don't we decide to live again a real life?
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